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the leaders in market
525 Grains
325.8
123.8
24.4
share but being near
the top of the food
chain in the archery marketplace allows little room for
Testing Background
error. With increased competition, it is not a surprise that
The Shadow went through a standard and regimented
a new crossbow platform is being released to market in the performance test. The focus of this type of test is to deterpremium TenPoint brand from the firm that also offers the mine the performance characteristics for a specified prodHorton and Wicked Ridge models.
uct. An additional goal is to provide appropriate objective
The industry is trending from a standard 17-20 inch axle- information, as well as some subjective commentary, to
to-axle width to extremely narrow and miniaturized designs. aid in the purchase process. With that said, this evaluation
Archers are asking for compact crossbows because size and is by no means conweight are meaningful in the field. So are speed, sound, clusive. Each archer
vibration and a solid trigger. To make matters more com- should assess what
plicated, these next-generation ultra-compact, reduced- is important to
weight designs need to fit and function within the general them and interpret
population’s physical capabilities, which is not an easy feat. the results within
TenPoint is responding and the result is its latest line of the context of this
“next-generation” crossbows. TenPoint released two new article. As always, I
crossbows under the NXT (Narrow Crossbow Technology) recommend anyone
line: the Stealth NXT and the Shadow NXT. Each model dif- who is considering
fers somewhat and varies in price but maintains a very tight, a crossbow shoot
narrow front end. The Shadow NXT is the less expensive of as many different
the two and the product assessed in this article.
makes and models
The Shadow NXT (referred to as the “Shadow” in the as possible to deterremainder of this article) is sold as a package. The crossbow mine what best suits
individual
is offered with standard features that include TenPoint’s their
three arrow quiver, three carbon arrows, an ambidextrous needs and desires.
Due to the lack
side-mount bracket, rail lube and a scope. The Shadow varies in price due to the different cocking mechanism options of testing methods and procedures
available, which include the Rope Sled cocker, the ACUdraw available publicly for crossbows, test50 Sled and the ACUdraw. The MAP ranges from $1,099.99 to ing guidelines were developed and
$1,299.99 based on these options, landing this model in the published in 2009. These testing
guidelines have remained unchanged
high-priced quadrant.
The NXT series includes a host of other interesting since 2009 and I continue to use these
technologies. Among them are the XR6 cam, the Vector methods to evaluate crossbows.
Quad cable and the Dual Flex limbs. Other features that
Introduction
are less flashy are the Tri-Lock limb pocket system and
The Shadow came from the facthe CX5 riser/barrel connection system. Proven features
like the DFI (Dry-Fire-Inhibitor), the rubber safety wings tory partially assembled. After attachand the integrated cocking mechanism round out a highly ing the stirrup and scope and verifying the riser mounting bolt was tightadvanced crossbow.
ened properly, I assessed the crossbow from front to back. Some minor
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to a solid platform for launching an arrow. The riser is
Model
A xle -to - A xle -to -A xle Po w e r
O ve r a ll
M a ss
M a ss
made from tough 7075-T6 aluA xle
( fu ll d r a w ) Str o ke
Le n g th
W e ig h t
W e ig h t
minum. While sitting on the
( in ch e s)
( in ch e s)
( in ch e s) in clu d in g ( in clu d in g
( w ith o u t
stir r u p
sco p e ) *
sco p e ) *
riser, the Tri-Lock limb pock( in ch e s)
ets contact each limb at two
points, creating a stronghold
Shadow NXT
11.3125
6.6875
12.50
35.00
8.75 lbs
7.85 lbs
for precise alignment. Moving
*The measurements include the ACUDraw 50 Sled Mechansim, which adds approximately 1lb.
rearward, the carbon-injected
marks, barely noticeable to the naked eye, were noticed near barrel stretches roughly three-quarters of the total length of
the trigger housing. Presumably, these marks indicate test- the crossbow. The barrel material is less likely to reverbering was performed on the crossbow prior to being boxed, ate than metal and has dampening capabilities. Below the
since over the years, I have noticed similar marks on these barrel are rubber safety wings, embossed with white letters
crossbows built in Ohio. The process TenPoint goes through warning of danger and reminding the user to keep their
to validate and ensure quality standards are met throughout hands below. Located behind the safety wings is the highly
its manufacturing floor contributes to the company’s suc- acclaimed TenPoint trigger. The trigger is metal-injected and
cess. Most buyers would appreciate that the crossbow they boasts a low peak weight. TenPoint advertises the trigger to
receive is tested prior to leaving the facility.
be smooth and crisp upon release. Sitting over the trigger is
At the front end, the Shadow is dominated by the NXT. the aluminum trigger housing. The trigger housing includes
The advertised axle-to-axle measurement at full draw is an ambidextrous safety, a DFI and a nylon filament arrow
6.5 inches, which is near the measured 6.6875 inches. The retention brush. At the top of the housing are a 7/8-inch
extreme reduction in width requires some significant know- dovetail mount and scope. TenPoint includes an illuminated
how as it relates to torsion, limb tension, cam orientation and multi-reticle 3X Pro-View 2 scope.
fixed, unyielding static points of contact. TenPoint creates a
The back end of the crossbow houses a high-impact,
balance system that the XR6 cam functions within and the rigid stock. The stock is created from PolyOne OnForce
limb and cable tension ensure unwanted torsion does not material. The stock is a bullpup design known as the “FSB”
drive the limbs or cams in an improper direction. The four (Functional Superior Bullpup). The FSB is unique in shape
control cables act as a harness, balancing between the riser and provides much added comfort to the shooting experiand cam. Additionally, a turnbuckle exists at the midpoint, ence. The squat shape is unique to most crossbows in the
adding a mechanical advantage and creating separation to industry. The reduction in stock length places the shooter’s
align the cables to both the riser and cam. The turnbuckle face closer to the scope and the ergonomic, tapered comb
also sandwiches a polymer, designed in a half-moon shape, creates an ideal location for a comfortable cheek weld. The
that acts as a string suppressor. The cam technology works FSB includes numerous cutouts for weight reduction. These
effectively because of a fixed static point (the riser) and each cutouts also provide a point of contact for a rope when lifting
cam remains balanced due to high-tolerance limbs and con- the crossbow into a treestand. The FSB includes an option
trol cables. The alignment of the cams along the horizontal for a cocking mechanism. TenPoint offers three options:
axis and cable/cam sync (per the timing marks) provide an a fully detached cocker, a connected manual version and
excellent opportunity for the forces to be channeled in a way a connected crank version. The crossbow tested includes
that should push the arrow true.
the ACUdraw 50 Sled (the connected manual version). The
TenPoint has a host of other technologies that contribute ACUdraw 50 Sled connects directly to the stock and is tightly
profiled, providing little
to no obstruction during shooting. The Sled
component fits snugly
between the rear of the
trigger housing and
stock; a clip is included
to secure the Sled during
shooting or carrying.
The crossbow dimensions/weights measured
out of the box are shown
at left.
Next, the crossbow
went through a thorough
inspection. The review
focused on the string/
cables, eccentrics, limb
and limb pockets, rail,

D imensions
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1
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2
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356.5

3

340.4

3
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4

357.0

4

340.5

4

325.7

5

356.4

5

340.3

5

325.8

a vg ( fp s)

356.6

a vg ( fp s)

stock, butt plate, trigger housing, trigger and trigger guard.
After a detailed review of the Shadow, no noticeable obvious flaws were apparent. As mentioned, very minute marks
near the trigger housing were noticed, which are a result of
drawing the crossbow at the factory. However, those marks
were easily cleaned up, resulting in nothing visually imperfect. Overall, I would rate the Shadow as exceptional in the
workmanship/craftsmanship category.
Thereafter, I put the product through a 75-100 shot
cycling to verify functionality. Some minor testing was performed but the focus was to detect any issues or concerns
with the product
before starting
the actual performance testing. No
major differences
were noted from
the start to the finish; the Shadow
performed impeccably.
The crossbow
was next evaluated on these five
criteria:
Dynamic
Efficiency: The
dynamic
efficiency portion of
the test utilized
“World’s Finest
a Revere LoadFletching Tool For
Cell controlled by
Over 50 Years”
a winch device;
the load-cell conSold through Authorized
nected to the
Distributors & Dealers
crossbow with a
BITZENBURGER
cocking aid. The
MACHINE & TOOL INC.
crossbow
was
13060 Lawson Rd.
mounted in a
Grand Ledge, MI 48837
shooting platform
Phone/Fax (517) 627-8433
that controlled
any movement
888-724-5697
that might have

BITZENBURGER

475

O e h le r

Arrow
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340.4

a vg ( fp s)

325.8

Performa nce Informa tion
Pe a k F o r ce
Sto r e d E n e r g y

219

lb s

162

lb -ft

D yn a mic E fficie n cy

4 2 5 g r a in s

74.1

p e r ce n t

D yn a mic E fficie n cy

4 7 5 g r a in s

75.5

p e r ce n t

D yn a mic E fficie n cy

5 2 5 g r a in s

76.4

p e r ce n t

been experienced as draw-force curves were taken. The
stored energy obtained from the draw-force curve was used
in conjunction with the speed measurements to calculate
the dynamic efficiency.
Speed per Inch of Power Stroke: Speed measurements
were taken with three projectiles. An Oehler Chronograph
was utilized with a proof channel. The average speed measurement was divided by the power stroke to determine the
speed per inch of power stroke.
Noise Output: Sound measurements were recorded
with three projectiles. The measurements were averaged
and the sound meter was set to take measurements with the
A-weighted filter, which mimics the human ear.
Trigger Force: The trigger force measurements were
recorded in pounds and averaged. An Imada Digital Force
Gauge was used to determine the peak trigger force. As is our
standard practice, we disregarded the highest and lowest
measurements, just as we do with the sound measurements.
Precision Measurements: This provides an indication
of how closely groups were shot together when shot by hand
from a bench rest or another supportive device. Group size
was calculated using extreme spread.

Testing
The test results of the Shadow were impressive. The
advertised numbers were expected around 380 feet per
second (fps). The weight of the standardized arrows I use
in testing, along with the packaged Pro Elite arrows, were
heavier than the weights used for the advertised speed measurements. However, in theory, the advertised numbers are
achievable with a lighter arrow. The speed results with a Pro
Elite arrow (440 grains) averaged 350.4 fps. The standard
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Projectile Precision
M o d e l/
Brand

Arrow
W e ig h t

D ista n ce
( ya r d s)

Sp r e a d 1
( in ch e s)

Sp r e a d 2
( in ch e s)

A ve r a g e
( in ch e s)

Sh o o tin g b y H a n d

Pr o E lite

443.5

40

1.435

1.406

1.420

Sh o o tin g B y H a n d

Pr o E lite

444.0

40

1.260

1.115

1.187

76.4 percent (525 grains). The numbers are just north of the
typical 75 percent achieved by many competitors’ products.
The precision scores were well under the typical 2 inch
mark. Both arrows weighed in at .5 of a grain from one another.
Combined extreme spread averages of 1.3 inches were commendable. A contributing factor of the precise shooting results
is a result of the trigger. A measured peak weight of 4.9 pounds,
advertised at 3.5 pounds, should support competitive results.
Lastly, the sound output is low and vibration is not excessive
considering the energy output, weight and components.
arrows ranged from 356.6 fps (425 grains) to 325.8 fps (525
grains), which is respectable. The more interesting numbers
are in the measured velocity per inch of power stroke. The
recorded power stroke of 12.5 inches averaged 27.3 fps/inch.
This measurement is far higher than those of many competitors, which are just over 20 fps/inch. The velocity in concert
with the stored energy numbers demonstrates efficiencies of

In the Field
The field test consisted of a Lone Wolf treestand elevated at 15 feet and a large BIGShot target positioned at 25
yards. Additionally, shooting occurred at ground level. The
Shadow’s compact design stood out during this portion of
the testing. This crossbow is designed for treestand use or
use in tight quarters such as a blind. The test consisted of
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Sp e e d p e r In ch o f Po w e r
Str o ke ( PS)

W e ig h t
4 2 5 g r a in s
4 7 5 g r a in s
5 2 5 g r a in s
A ve r a g e

Po w e r Str o ke

12.5

Sp e e d Pe r In ch o f PS
28.5
27.2
26.1
27.3
in ch e s

Sound Mea surements
W e ig h t
( g r a in s)
Pa r a me te r
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

425

475
525
Pe a k A -W e ig h te d N o ise
92.8
91.8
91.6
93.4
91.3
91.4
93.4
91.5
91.5
91.8
91.7
92.6
93.0
91.6
91.5
92.0
91.4
93.6
93.1
91.2
91.5
92.9
92.0
91.7
93.0
91.9
91.4
92.7
91.8
91.4

approximately 75 shots from the stand
Trigger A na lysis
and 25 from the ground.
Trigger Pull (lbs)
Several features contributed to what
1
4.95
promised to be a pleasant field test. The
2
5.13
3
4.94
FSB cutout provides an easy contact
4
4.88
point for a pull rope, keeping the cross5
4.77
bow’s heavy end pointed downward
6
4.79
A ve r a g e
93.0
91.7
91.5
and reducing the chance of the Shadow
7
4.92
swinging in various directions. Also, this
T o ta l A vg
8
4.86
92.1
Ma x (dB A )
option lessened my concerns of bump9
5.17
ing the crossbow or scope against the
10
4.87
tree or limbs. While I held the Shadow
contours and styled components. The aesthetics
11
4.95
in the treestand, the crossbow stabilized
alone should make the user feel like they can be
12
4.94
extremely well. The balance point (witheffective, building confidence while shooting.
13
4.83
out a quiver) is near the rear of the foreThe shooting from the treestand highlighted
14
4.89
grip, toward the trigger. This location is
some other features. The stirrup adds to the cross4.81
A ve1r5a g e
ideal for most and while shooting, conbow’s length but acts in eliminating unwanted
4.90
tacting the crossbow at the rear end of the T r ig g e r Pu ll
riser/limb pocket contact with a metal treestand
foregrip allows the shooter to keep their
platform. Other noise-reducing features are the
appendages closer to the body. For most, appendages that integrated string stops and rubber safety wings. The crossbow
remain closer to the body support increased crossbow control noise is not a distracting feature; in fact, it is not alarming or
and a steadier shot. The FSB and remaining stock dimensions even noticeable during the shooting sequence. The crossbow
should work well for most shooters. The FSB created ideal face produces high speeds and the energy pushing forward can be
contact and the scope-to-eye alignment is superb. The large felt. Of course, vibration is as expected but the high-poundage
thumbhole cutout and the pistol grip throat in relation to the Dual Flex limbs and XR6 cams act resilient to the energy and
trigger are ideal. The thumbhole also positions the hand for provide an effective means to propelling the arrow downquick contact and levering of the ambidextrous safety prior range with a high degree of precision. The Pro-View 2 scope
to pulling the trigger. The trigger features a two stage design; offers a varying degree of adjustment in reticle brightness.
after some distance of weight stacking, the breakpoint is The reticle points can be illuminated in red or green, which
reached. Once hit- provides an alternative to a standard dull, black crosshair.
ting the peak force, Switching to the green setting during daylight hours seemed
the trigger breaks to be most fitting. In the evening, the red illumination, mainin a somewhat taining a moderate intensity, seemed perfect. From a shootround and pre- ing perspective, group sizes ranged from 1 inch to upwards of
dictable manner. 2 inches at 25 yards. From the ground and shooting offhand,
Although the peak the groups increased in size, mostly at further distances but
weight was higher overall, a near replication of the precision testing occurred.
than the adverHot Features
tised numbers, the
The Shadow has many unique features as compared to
trigger remained
within the ideal past TenPoint crossbows. The extremely narrow front end,
3-6 pound range. the split limbs with cam torsion control and a new, lightThe initial shoot- weight barrel are the first features most will notice. The welling sequence had balanced, ergonomic and functional components (e.g. the
several primary ACUdraw 50 Sled) add much value to the overall design. The
considerations, less noticeable features, like the integrated string stops, stock
such as a super- cutouts, DFI and high-grade aluminum riser, functioned
lative ergonomic phenomenally. In comparison to other products of similar
Call your Dealer and ask for Maple Leaf Press Targets!
stock,
smooth width, dimensions and capability, the Shadow will undoubt1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417
edges, narrowed edly hold its own and likely provide more value.
Phone 616-846-8844 · Fax 616-846-6408
info@mapleleafpress.com
and
expanded

Official
Targets at
Unofficial
Prices
®
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Suggested Changes
The Shadow presented very few negatives from a look
and feel standpoint. The performance is top-notch and the
objective scorecard indicates many exceptional scores. The
various cocking mechanisms provide options but come with
an added price that may be hard for some to justify. Another
area for improvement is the Shadow’s dynamic efficiency,
which can be improved with some design considerations.
Results in the 80 percent range are certainly achievable.
Finally, the scope was fine for the included arrow setup,
though a scope with a calibration option may be better suited
for various arrow weights. Today’s archers are more apt to
try heavier or lighter arrows while considering manufacturer
recommendations and need to ensure reticle references are
ideal for various distances. Aftermarket and other scope
options from TenPoint are available at an added price if this
is a concern.

Overview

a highly competitive market. Lone Wolf provided the Alpha
II Hang-On Stand and Climbing Sticks, which were utilized
during the field testing. The setups required for both these
products are quite simple and based on field use, it is doubtful that any component could not handle extreme abuse. The
toughness of the design is enhanced by convenient features,
lightweight design and a roomy platform.
BIGShot Targets provides Iron Man Targets, which were
utilized in the laboratory testing as well as in the precision
shooting test. These targets are able to withstand shots at close
and long distances, including shots in tight groups centered
on a single point. I have been impressed and pleased with the
quality of the products produced by this target supplier.
Last Chance Archery produces top compound bow and
crossbow presses. The Ultimate EZ Press was utilized during
the initial testing and the measurement segment. The press
is top-notch and works extremely well, pressing almost anything you can throw at it, including the highest-poundage
crossbows. This press has been a terrific addition to the testing regime.

TenPoint’s NXT series is likely to be a big hit this year.
The advancements made with this latest crossbow release
not only keep up with the competition but may propel
TenPoint ahead. Many high-end components, heady terminal speeds and pinpoint-aligned propulsion components
are constructed to generate excellent downrange results. To
make a sale, focus on the componentry, narrow features and
functional mechanisms. Once a consumer feels and shoots
this crossbow, they will be less likely to put the crossbow
down without being ready to pull out their wallet. Do not
forget TenPoint’s first-class customer
service and warranty offerings when
considering this product.
A special thanks goes out to
Lone Wolf, BIGShot Targets and Last
Chance Archery.
Lone Wolf is one of the foremost
BOWSTRING MATERIALS, SERVING, AND ACCESSORIES
treestand companies in the business; its
product reputation has established it in
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Note: The ratings are based on the
following color codes:
Blue = exceptional,
Green = above average,
Light Green = average,
Yellow = marginal,
Red = unacceptable
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Evaluation Criteria
Score
Adjustability
Craftsmanship
Design Integrity
Features
Performance
Sound
Trigger
Vibration
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